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Letter 842
VISION
Let’s Clean House
2020-01-01
Dear Yeshua,
Wednesday, 1 January 2020, 8AM.
Last night I didn’t get to sleep until after midnight. This was due to two things. The @irst was all the loud
“bangs” from @ireworks being exploded to celebrate the New Year. The second was every time I closed my
eyes to try to sleep, I would drift into a vision and see the faces of people.
And I knew by the Lord Holy Spirit that the people I was seeing were representations of a variety of evil
spirits.
So, off and on, between about 10PM and 12:30AM, I would turn on the TV and watch some of the Sci-Fi
(re-run) show called Andromeda (starring Kevin Sorbo), and have something to eat.
I also inquired of the Lord Holy Spirit as to why I was seeing these visions. He responded with the
information that we were “cleaning house”, by applying ROE-3 to those I saw.
What I was seeing were evil spirits who had been assigned by HR to go into the New Year and @ind any
way possible to bring corruption to any soft target. But instead, they were all interdicted, and sent to the
Pit. While the devils which I saw were speci@ically assigned to the Mountian Valley in which I live, the
application of ROE-3 will be worldwide.
In the @inal Letter of 2019 (Letter 841), I wrote about how I saw by vision the word PEACE. But it was
revealed slowly. The WAR to bring about the PEACE came to an end, but did not end abruptly. Instead it
was phased out gradually, so that the underlying Peace could be revealed over a period of time.
So likewise in my life in A. D. 2020. There will still be con@lict this year, but it will be less and less as time
goes by. Times of Peace will take the place of Con@lict, and eventually the War will have all drained away
completely.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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